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periodic monitoring applications. In the reactive networks, 
the nodes trigger immediately to rapid and sweeping 
deviation in the value of the sensed attribute. Therefore they 
are mostly suitable for time critical applications. Majority of 
clustering protocols fix the number of clusters based on the 
probability ratio which is decided at the start of functioning 
of the sensor network, so that the cluster count is constant. In 
this proposed model, an exponential function is used to 
derive the cluster count from the number of active nodes and 
the number of alive nodes in the network. This exponential 
function gives the optimum number of clusters at each round 
so that energy consumption is reduced considerably and the 
lifetime of the network is increased. The remaining part of 
the paper is organized as follows. Related works are 
discussed in section 2, section 3 describes the proposed 
methodology, simulation results are discussed in section 4 
and section 5 concludes the paper. 

 
2. RELATED WORK 

 
As energy is an important criterion for the better function 

of Wireless Sensor Nodes (WSNs), most of the protocols 
used in sensor networks concentrate on energy conservation 
of sensor nodes. The clustering protocols used in sensor 
networks also have the primary attention in saving the 
energy of the nodes. One of the premier protocols used in 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is LEACH [18]. The 
Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Protocol uses 
randomized rotation of cluster heads among the nodes, 
which effectively decreases the usage of battery energy of 
each node, in turn increases overall energy level of the 
WSN. The data aggregation and fusion also play a major 
role in reducing the energy consumption when using 
LEACH. The redundant data will be combined to a single 
data and that will be sent to the base station or sink by the 
cluster heads, so that multiple transmissions of same data are 
reduced. The sensor nodes elect CHs from n nodes at regular 
time interval with a given probability. The probability 
threshold function to elect a cluster head is defined as  

 
   

0          
                              ----------- (1) 

 
Where P is the probability function of the nodes, n is the 

total number of sensor nodes present in the network, and r is 
the number of rounds. (r mod1/P ) is the number of nodes 
elected as cluster head in a cycle, and C is the set of sensors 
not elected as a cluster head in recent rounds. Nodes with 
randomly generated value less than probability threshold 
value T(n) will only be selected as cluster head. In LEACH, 
the cluster count is depends on the probability ratio in each 
round. 

Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network 
(TEEN) [23] is one of the protocols used for reactive 
networks. At every change of cluster cycle, apart from the 
element to be sensed, the cluster head transmit the following 
values to its cluster members. 

Hard Threshold: This is the threshold value for the 
attribute to be sensed, beyond which, if the sensed value is 
arrived, the node transmit the sensed data immediately to its 
cluster head. 

Soft Threshold: This is the maximum variation between 
the last sensed value and present value, beyond which the 
node triggers to send the data to the cluster head. 

In a sensor network having thousands of nodes, not all the 
nodes are get activated simultaneously. Certain percentage 
of nodes may be in the idle stage in a particular place due to 
the similar sensed data and there is the possibility of nodes 
getting activated in other place owing to the variation in the 
sensed data. In TEEN also similar to LEACH, the cluster 
count is based on the probability ratio at each round.  

A three way message exchange is performed in [17] 
among the sensor node with its neighbors to elect the cluster 
head. A node will be elected as cluster head based on its 
residual energy and its degree.  

Intra-cluster communication cost is also taken into 
consideration for selecting the cluster head in each round as 
in [16]. In HEED, proposed by Younis and  Fahmy, along 
with this parameter, the node’s residual energy is calculated 
for each round before electing the cluster head. The 
probability to become a cluster head for a node is  

 
 

                                           --------- (2) 

 
 
where Cprob is the optimal percentage of CH (Cluster 

Head) among all nodes in a network, Eresidual  is the estimated 
current energy of the node and Emax is a reference maximum 
energy which is equal for all the nodes in the network. 
CHprob cannot be allowed to fall below a threshold value. 
There are two types of status a node could send to its 
neighbors: viz. tentative status and final status. If the CHprob 
value of a node is less than 1, the node becomes a tentative 
CH and this node is converted to a normal node at a later 
iteration if it finds low cost CH. If the CHprob has reached 1, 
the corresponding node permanently becomes a CH. A chain 
based construction has been proposed in PEGASIS [22] 
from the farthest node to the closest node of the sink using 
the greedy algorithm. The data sensed by the far away node 
sends the data to the neighbor, which fuses the received data 
with its own one and send to the neighbor. This process is 
repeated until the data reached the destination. The leader 
node acts as the cluster head here.  

The initial energy and residual energy levels are the prime 
factors influence in the selection of cluster heads in DEEC 
(Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering algorithm) [20]. 
There are two types of nodes used in these type of the 
network. The advance nodes are having more energy than 
the normal nodes by α time.  The reference energy that a 
node should spend in each round can be calculated with the 
help of the network life time. Let pi = 1/ni, which can be also 
regarded as average probability to be a cluster-head during 
ni rounds. Let Ei (r) denotes the energy of a node i at round r. 
A weight is added with the probability value for the cluster 
head for heterogeneous nodes. 

 
The value of probability ratio (pi) to be a cluster head for 

the current round is  
 

              

          
  ----(3)   
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Where E(r) is the average energy of the network at round r.  
 
This pi can be used in calculating the probability threshold 
as  

 

0         
                   ----------- (4) 

 
where M is the set of eligible nodes to be the cluster head 

at the round r. In DEEC, the energy of the nodes in each 
cluster in evenly depleted so that the cluster head is also 
distributed evenly. The cluster heads elected using the 
popular protocols are sometimes closely placed each other. 
This will cause increase in communication overhead and the 
network life time is decreased. This problem has been solved 
in [19]. Since this paper focus on the reactive sensor 
networks, the number nodes getting activated are depending 
on the threshold values. Therefore, the number of clusters is 
decided based on the change in number of nodes activated. 

 
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
1.1. Network model 

Homogeneous wireless sensor network is considered for 
this work. There is no physical or hardware difference 
between cluster head and cluster member in this simulation 
environment. All the sensor nodes in this network model are 
having similar properties for the entire network and some 
sensor nodes will be acting as cluster head depending on the 
value of probability ratio. The first order radio model is 
considered for the simulation [21]. The first order radio 
model can be classified into free space model and multi path 
fading model based on the distance between the source and 
destination. Let do be the threshold value for deciding the 
energy used for sending the data among the two models. The 
do can be calculated as 

 

                                               --------- (5) 

 
Where Efs and Emp are amplifier types in free space and 

multipath fading model respectively. 
 
Transmitting energy: 
Let ETX be the energy required for sending a packet of 

size K for a distance d. The energy ETXis calculated based on 
the distance value d and do. If d ≤do, the free space model is 
used and for the other case the multi path fading model can 
be applied. 

 
If d ≤dothen  ETX= (Eelec  * K )+(Efs  *K * d2) 
If d >dothen ETX= (Eelec  * K )+(Emp  *K * d4) 

 
Where Eelec=Etx+ EAG. In the case of cluster head, ,EAG is 

the energy spent for data aggregation and for the normal 
sensor nodes EAG will be zero. The value Eelec is the energy 
used for sending a bit/m2. 
 
Receiving energy: 

Let ERC be the energy needed for receiving a packet of 
size K for a distance d. 

 
ERC= (Erx  *K ) 

 
Where Erx is the energy required for receiving a bit/m2.  

1.2. AECHE Methodology 
In the reactive sensor networks, the nodes are activated 

only the sensed value exceeds the defined threshold values. 
In general, a wireless sensor network consists of large 
number of nodes and only a limited number of the nodes are 
activated due to the change in sensed value. In applications 
like fire detection and temperature monitoring, only limited 
number of the sensor nodes get triggered to send data due to 
surpassing of the sensed parameter beyond the threshold 
values. At that time, the remaining nodes are in idle state to 
preserve the energy. Therefore it is observed that the 
probability ratio po for deciding the number of clusters used 
in earlier protocols is not feasible to compute optimum 
number of clusters. The ratio of number of active nodes to 
the total number of alive nodes is measured between 
consecutive rounds is computed. Let mi be the total number 
of active nodes at round i and ni represents the total number 
of live nodes in the network at the round i, then 
 

                                                         --------- (6) 

1 .                                                                --------- (7) 

Let CHcnt represents the new cluster head count, then 
              CHcnt = p0 * ni* k                    ------------(8)              

 
The probability ratio for the current round is replaced by the pi 

value. If the number of cluster heads calculated is less than the 
number of already selected cluster heads, the difference 
number of cluster heads will be changed as normal nodes. On 
the other hand, if the optimum number of cluster head is 
greater than the number of already selected cluster heads, the 
balance number of cluster heads is generated by using the 
same procedure adopted earlier to generate cluster heads. 
Then the clustering process in initiated and the clusters are 
created following the algorithm used in TEEN.  
 
Pseudo code for the cluster computation 
mtotal number of active nodes 
ntotal number of alive nodes 
begin 
X((mi-mi-1)/(ni-ni-1))*10 */ calculating the ratio between 
active nodes and alive nodes */ 
Y1-e (-0.6x)        */ calculating the exponential value 
corresponding to x */ 
chcnt(ceil(po*ni*y)  */ finding the new cluster count */ 
ifchcnt<po 
pwgtpo-chcnt 

pipo-pwgt 
else 
pwgtchcnt-po 

pipo+pwgt 
endif  
if cluster>chcnt 
for c=1 tochcnt 
for ach=1 to (cluster-(c-1)-1) 
ifnode(cluster(ach).id).energy<node(cluster(ach+1).id).ener

gy 
  swap their ids. 
                Endif 
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end 
end 
else 
ifnode.energy>0 
if rand <=(p/(1-p*mod(r ,round(1/p)))) 
  cluster=cluster+1 
  node.type=C 
endif 
endif 
endif 
 
 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
The TEEN extension has been used for this simulation 

and the simulation has been performed in MATLAB 
R2013a. Modifications are made on the available TEEN 
extension to implement this methodology. Number of 
experiments is performed to compare the existing TEEN 
protocol with the proposed methodology. Experimental 
results show that the network life time and throughput are 
increased when compared with the existing TEEN protocol. 
Simulation environment with field dimension of 100m x 
100m has been considered for the experiment. The total 
number of sensor nodes deployed in the network is 500. The 
network parameters of the sensor network are given in Table 
1. 

Table 1. Network Parameters used in Simulation 
 

Parameters Values 
Sink Position 50*50 

Efs(Amplifier used in free space model) 10*10-12 j  

Emp(Amplifier used in multipath fading 
model) 

0.0013*10-

12 j  
EAG(Aggregation Energy) 5*10-9 j  
Initial Energy Eo 0.01 j 
Packet Length 2000bits 
Control Packet Length 100bits 
Probability of CHs (Po) 0.1 
Maximum rounds  150 
No of Nodes(n) 500 

 
1.3. Performance metrics 

The following metrics are selected to measure the 
performance of the AECHE methodology with the existing 
TEEN protocol. 

 
A) Network Life time  
 It is the time duration between the starting time of the 

sensing and sending data by sensor nodes (beginning of 
the network) and the death of the last live node. 

B) Throughput 
 It is the total amount of data received by the base station 

from the sensor nodes in a WSN. 
 

C) Stability period 
  Stability period is the time or rounds between the 

start of the network and death of the first node. 
 Number of iterations is performed to find the  optimum   

value as  0.6    in   the    expression    
1-e-0.6x, so that a good result has been received. This 
equation is generalized during the problem analysis stage 

as1-e-∞x.  Iterations are performed with different values for 
∞ ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 to find the optimum value which 
gives the best result.. Figure 1 show the lifetime analysis of 
the network. It indicates that the number of nodes alive is 
more after 80 rounds while using AECHE protocol than 
using TEEN protocol.  
Figure 2 show the cluster count of the network in each round 
during simulation. The optimum number of clusters is 
selected when using the AECHE protocol. Therefore the 
network works in a better way even in critical situations. The 
number of clusters will be calculated in each round of 
operation based on the probability ratio po and the new value 
pi will be assigned to po. 

 
 

Figure 1. Network Life Time analysis between TEEN               
and AECHE 

 
 

Figure 2. Number of clusters in various rounds 
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Figure 3. Packets received by Base Station using TEEN & 

AECHE 

 
 
Figure 4. Packets received by Cluster heads using TEEN & 

AECHE 
 

In figure 3, it is analyzed the performance of TEEN 
and AECHE in terms packets sent to Base Station in the 
network. It indicates that AECHE performs better for the 
optimum number of clusters in the network. Figure 4 shows 
the number of packets sent to the cluster head by the nodes 
during the simulation period. Here also AECHE 
outperforms TEEN by a considerable margin. Therefore it is 
understood that AECHE has better throughput and network 
life time than TEEN. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, a novel technique called AECHE is 

proposed for the reactive sensor networks. The number of 
clusters for the reactive sensor networks will be optimally 
calculated in AECHE using the variation in active nodes and 
alive nodes between consecutive rounds. Therefore the 
energy of each node in the WSN is preserved and the 
network life is improved. This protocol balances the load 
between the active nodes by efficiently calculating the 
number of clusters. The simulation results based on the 
topology and network parameters show that the performance 
of the proposed protocol is improved in terms of throughput 
and network lifetime. 
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